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TRUSTT IN MANAGER S AND MONITORING : A 'BOTTOM-UP ' APPROACH 

Inn the past decade, issues of trust in inter- and intra-organizational relationships have been increasing in 
importancee on the agendas of organizational scholars, legitimated by changes in the social structure of societies, 
economicc exchange relations and organizational forms. In literature on trust, changes are indicated that stress the 
growingg importance of lateral relationships and alliances between and within firms, in contrast to the 
hierarchicall  relationships that used to dominate the framing of work relations. Deterioration in the binding 
powerr of reciprocal obligations (Kramer, 1996), of hierarchical relations (Sheppard & Tuschinski, 1996) and of 
sociall  institutions relying on hierarchy to sanction deviant behavior (de Swaan, 1990), seems to require other 
mechanismss to keep the social fabric of society intact, in order to sustain cooperative behavior in interactions. 
Ass Kramer (1996, 3) explains: 

'Thesee changes reflect an evolution in the social structure and in the form of social relations within which 
peoplee function. It seems likely that lateral alliances themselves wil l increasingly suffer from problems of 
exploitationn and 'free-riding' and, as a consequence, develop over time the formal and informal social 
mechanismss that enable trusting behavior to flourish.' 

Thee increased interest in trust has also been connected to growing concerns about the moral dimension of 
society,, in response to materialistic and opportunistic tendencies pervading western societies (Etzioni, 1988). 
Anotherr change noted in the literature was that new organizational linkages are being formed to achieve and 
maintainn competitive advantage in the marketplace. These linkages require organizations to move toward 
networkk forms and alliances. 

'Thesee new forms are designed to be more responsive to rapid change, enable entrepreneurial activity to 
flourishflourish within the organization and across its boundaries, and increase the effectiveness of 
communicationn and problem solving across departments, locations, functional responsibilities, and 
organizationall  boundaries.' (Lewicki & Bunker, 1996, 114). 

AA high level of trust, partly brought about by managerial beliefs, philosophies and actions, is seen, especially 
inn network forms of organization, as a condition necessary for acceptable organizational performance (Creed & 
Miles,, 1996; Miles & Snow, 1992; Powell, 1990). A high level of trust within a network form is seen as a 
functionall  equivalent of building and maintaining control in functional forms of organization. Trust between 
peoplee in a network form reduces transaction costs (Bromiley & Cummings, 1996; Whitney, 1994). According 
too Creed & Miles (1996, 26), alternative forms differ in trust requirements and in the effect and costs of trust 
failure,, so 'in functional forms, trust failures reduce efficiency; in divisional forms, they reduce effectiveness 
andd raise costs; in matrix forms, they cause the firm to fail; and in networks they cause the form to fail.' Trust 
requirementss are linked to underlying assumptions in management beliefs and philosophies. In divisional and 
matrixx forms, the level of trust implicit in the human resources model seems to meet requirements, whereas 
networkk forms need greater trust, as is implied in human investment philosophy (Creed & Miles, 1996; Miles & 
Snow,, 1994). 

Inn this paper, trust in managers is studied empirically. The data are taken from a case study of a general 
hospitall  in transition from a functional to a divisional form. The transition to a form with higher trust 
requirements,, and the conditions of change, heighten the relevance of trust to organizational performance and to 
thee well-being of the members of the organization (Mishra, 1996; Gilkey, 1991). A grounded theory approach 
(Glaserr & Strauss, 1967; Strauss & Corbin, 1990) has been chosen, combining qualitative and quantitative 
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methods,, to answer the questions: Is trust in managers (in this context) related to a combination of the 
behavioralbehavioral traits of managers as experienced by subordinates; and how is control related to trust? 

Researchh Site 

Thee research on 'trust in managers' was part of a case study (Yin, 1990), conducted in a general hospital with 
1,8000 employees, situated in a medium-sized Dutch town. The focus of the case study was on the relationships 
betweenn organizational culture, the existing departmental structure, and the future divisional structure. In the 
neww structure, the departments of clinical medical care, outpatient medical care, and paramedical services are to 
bee integrated into three clusters: Surgery; internal medicine; and gynecology and pediatrics. The Board of 
Directorss wanted to know if the hospital's culture would have the capacity to support the future structure and, if 
not,, how cultural change could be achieved to re-align both structure and culture (Bijlsma-Frankema, 1997b). 

Thee research was conducted in two phases. In the first phase, 76 organizational members, selected by a 
stratifiedd random sample, were interviewed on standard topics (Bijlsma-Frankema, 1997a), one of the topics 
beingg Hierarchical Relations and Trust. Each topic was approached in a non-directive way, to help understand 
thee perspectives of the interviewees and their daily sensemaking (Weick, 1995). The interviews were transcribed 
andd entered into a qualitative data matrix (Bijlsma-Frankema & Droogleever Fortuijn, 1997). A chart, 
integratingg the implicit cause maps of the interviewees in a collective map chart, was then produced. The map 
showss phenomena recurrently mentioned as relevant, as either positive or problematic, and also show the 
postulatedd relationships between phenomena. Six behavioral traits of managers were related to trust in managers. 
Inn the second phase, a questionnaire was devised on the basis of the phenomena in the chart, and supplemented 
withh Hofstede (1980)'s set of 13 items for measuring culture. All members of the organization were surveyed to 
testt the validity of the qualitative data. The response rate was 58%, with littl e variation between departmental 
andd professional groups. A pattern analysis (Ragin, 1994) was applied to the data (n=1053) to answer the 
question.. This kind of analysis offers clear insights in relations between different combinations of behavioral 
traitss and trust or distrust in managers. Such insights are hard to gain in several multivariate techniques, like 
multiplee regression analysis. 

Methodology y 

Theree are several reasons for choosing a grounded theory approach in research on trust in managers. First, 
literaturee on trust and trust in hierarchical relations has so far yielded diverse and sometimes contradictory 
resultss on the basic dimensions of trust, while recognizing that trust has to be viewed as a multidimensional 
constructt (Mishra, 1996). As Tyler & Kramer (1996, 12) concluded in the introductory text in 'Trust in 
Organizationss (Kramer & Tyler, 1996)': 

'Muchh of this work reflects the theme - sometimes explicitly stated and sometimes only implied - that 
manyy extant models of trust from the social sciences provide inadequate or incomplete foundations for an 
organizationall  theory of trust.' 

Itt is in these circumstances that qualitative approaches are advocated as a source of information when first 
constructingg a theory of daily sensemaking of organizational participants, tapping into their 'mental accounts.' 
(Strausss & Corbin, 1990; Kramer, 1996). As Kramer (1996, 238) observed: 

'AA survey of extant theory and research on trust evokes one other critique. It quickly becomes evident, 
fromm even a casual inspection of the large sociological and psychological literature on trust, that there is a 
pressingg need for more 'naive theories' about trust.' 

Howeverr natural these personal accounts, the internal validity of data can be problematic (Kramer, 1996). 
Interviewerr effects may produce cognitive biases in eliciting personal accounts, while researchers' perspectives 
mayy play a part in data interpretation. Therefore, triangulation of qualitative and quantitative data was used to 
diminishh the problem of internal validity and reliability of data (Ott, 1989; Bijlsma-Frankema, 1997a). 
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AA second reason for choosing a 'bottom-up' design has been the challenging notion in the literature that 
severall  dimensions of trust may interact in producing certain levels of trust. Luhmann (1979), for instance, 
seemedd to suggest that, if one dimension of trust fails to meet conditions, overall trust will not be complete. 
Exploringg personal accounts can shed light on this problem. 

Thee third reason for choosing a grounded theory approach is the matter of how trust is related to control. A 
linee of reasoning often employed is that, in modern forms of organization, trust is a mechanism of organizational 
controll  that serves as a functional equivalent of direct supervision and hierarchical command in traditional forms 
off  organizing. There are, however, many questions about the relationship between trust and control that remain 
unanswered,, or that are answered in different ways by organizational scholars. Personal accounts of subordinates 
mayy provide some preliminary clues to the question of how trust in managers is related to control. 

Thee fourth reason for choosing a serendipity pattern approach is, paradoxically, often criticized as a weakness 
off  this approach. It concerns the role of culture in research on trust. Culture is about subjective rationality—what 
peoplee see, what they like, and what actions they value and prefer; these matters influence and are influenced by 
whatt is regarded as relevant (Sapienza, 1985; Thompson et al., 1990; Sackmann, 1991; Bijlsma-Frankema, 
1997a).. It can be inferred from this approach that what is relevant to trust in one (subculture or context may not 
necessarilyy be relevant in another. This context-boundedness of its findings is often seen as a weakness of the 
approach.. Further research into different contexts is needed to be able to generalize confidently on findings 
(Strausss & Corbin, 1990). Context-boundedness may, however, prove to be a strength too, since, contrary to 
manyy other methods, this approach may reveal context-dependence as an essential feature of trust. Although 
severall  authors recognize the importance of a contextual approach to trust (Creed & Miles, 1996; Kramer, 
1996),, these ideas seem to co-exist rather easily with the idea that universal dimensions of trust can be found. In 
thiss research, we explore the idea that a combination or combinations of behavioral traits of managers, as 
experiencedd by subordinates, can function as a sufficient condition for trust. The assumption that organizational 
culturee and context influence the findings will be tested in future work by comparing the case described here 
withh other cases. 

Thiss paper will be structured into three parts: First, several conceptual and theoretical issues that have 
motivatedd the analysis will be briefly reviewed; second, the empirical context of the study will be described 
alongg with an overview of data; and third, the results will be interpreted in the context of the literature. 

Theoreticall  Notions 

Mostt authors agree that the notion of risk is central to the concept of trust. As Luhmann (1988, 95) argued, 
trustt is a solution for specific problems of risk. Luhmann distinguished three modes of asserting expectations— 
familiarity,, confidence and trust. Familiarity and confidence presuppose asymmetrical relations between the self 
andd the environment. Familiarity—distinguishing the familiar from the unfamiliar and putting up with the 
familiar—bringss no need for conscious self-reflection. Both confidence and trust refer to situations that may 
resultt in disappointment. In the case of confidence, expectations with respect to contingent events are formed, 
butt the possibility of disappointment is neglected, because it is a very rare possibility, and also because people 
doo not know what else to do. In contrast to confidence, trust requires a previous engagement on the part of the 
trustfull  person. It presupposes a situation of risk. Trust is required if a bad outcome would make one regret one's 
action.. The distinction between confidence and trust does not relate to questions of probability or improbability. 
Thee point is whether or not the possibility of disappointment depends on one's own previous behavior. If people 
choosee one action in preference to others, in spite of the possibility of being disappointed by the action of others, 
theyy define the situation as one of trust (Luhmann, 1988, 97-99). Dasgupta (1988, 51) similarly described trust 
ass 'connected to correct expectations about the actions of others that have a bearing on one's own choice of 
actionn when that action must be chosen before one can monitor the actions of those others.' Gambetta's (1988, 
217-218)) general definition of trust is close to Dasgupta's and Luhmann's, but more explicit on the link between 
trustt and cooperation: 

'Whenn we say we trust someone or that someone is trustworthy, we implicitly mean that the probability 
thatt he will perform an action that is beneficial or at least not detrimental to us is high enough for us to 
considerr engaging in some form of cooperation with him.' 

Itt can be inferred from these definitions that monitoring is a check on the expectations of trust in risk 
situations.. If others live up to expectations, this good repute will enhance the level of trust, and lead to an 
increasee in willingness to cooperate. This idea is in accord with Lewicki & Bunker (1996)'s three-stage model of 
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trustt development in relationships, of which the first two are relevant to organizations. They suppose that the 
first,first, calculus-based, level of trust is arrived at by keeping to an agreement (even if out of a fear of penalty). It is 
clearr that some form of monitoring of mutual behavior is implicit in this stage of the development of trust. If 
agreementss are kept, trust can develop to a second stage—knowledge-based trust—sustained by a history of 
interactionn in which parties gather knowledge about each other, on which a general expectation that the other 
wil ll  act trustworthily is built. At this stage, monitoring is still seen to be important, but trust is less fragile, since 
sharedd knowledge influences interpretations of the behavior of others in a positive way. 

Trustt  in organizations 

Whenn trust within organizations is examined, features of social order become important. Trust can be 
embeddedd in the structure and culture of organizations to different degrees, as Creed & Miles (1996) argue. 
Theyy conceive of trust as a function of three variables (i) embedded predisposition to trust, (ii ) characteristic 
similarity;; and (iii ) experiences of reciprocity. Broad societal norms and organizational governance systems 
bringg about an embedded predisposition to trust, which can vary widely between societies and between 
organizations.. The latter two variables point to two general principles of social integration that can be traced 
backk to Durkheim (1893)'s mechanical and organic solidarity—sharing and reciprocal exchanges. Given societal 
norms,, organizational governance systems that are based on managerial philosophies can bring about varying 
degreess of embedded trust, of sharing norms and expectations, and of reciprocity (Gouldner, 1960). The higher 
thee level of trust, the stronger the acceptance of the social order by members of an organization: 

'Trustt is both the specific expectation that another's actions will be beneficial rather than detrimental and 
thee generalized ability to take for granted, to take under trust a vast array of features of the social order.' 
(Creedd & Miles 1996, 17). 

Thee question is—under which organizational conditions can trust be developed and maintained at a high 
enoughh level to work as an efficient principle in coordinating the behavior of organizational members? Wilkins 
andd Ouchi (1983)'s theory about the clan, a high trust form of organization, offers valuable insights into this 
question.. They state that there are three necessary conditions that sustain a clan organization: A shared 
paradigm;; members' experiences of congruence between individual goals and organizational goals; and trust in 
equityy in the long run. Trust in equity sustains goal congruence as a cohesive force. 

Itt can be inferred from this theory that mutual trust wil l be embedded in the social order of the organization if 
organizationall  members are socialized to share a paradigm and to think in terms of goal congruence - the latter 
nott coming about without trust in equity in the long run. Creed and Miles and Wilkins and Ouchi seem to agree 
thatt a shared paradigm and fairness in exchanges are both conditions for mutual trust and committed acceptance 
off  organizational goals. To arrive at a conception of fairness, some monitoring seems necessary. A similar point 
iss made by Powell (1996, 63) in comparing rational (exchange) and social norm (sharing) models of trust, 
amendingg the latter with notions from the former: "Societal norm-based conceptions of trust miss the extent to 
whichh cooperation is buttressed by sustained contact, regular dialogue and constant monitoring". Monitoring and 
regularr interaction are related to sharing a paradigm or a set of norms, as Hechter (1987) and March & Olsen 
(1975)) argue. In Hechter's view, monitoring is a necessary condition for group solidarity. In March and Olsen's 
theory,, in which development of trust or distrust is related to social integration, the intensity of interaction is 
bothh a consequence of trust and a facilitating condition for sharing seeing and liking, which enhances trust. 

Unlikee most authors on trust, March and Olsen take into account the notion of the relevance of events in the 
eyess of the people concerned. They state that people wil l come to trust those who are perceived to bring about 
desirablee events, or to prevent undesirable events, in relevant areas. If people trust others, they seek interaction 
withh them, tend to like what they like and see what they see, to share definitions of relevance, thus furthering 
integrationn between them. Distrust creates division between people, since, if others are distrusted, people will 
tendd to dislike what they like, tend not to share their definitions of relevance and, to the degree that the structure 
permitss them, tend to avoid interaction with them. In the process of developing trust or distrust, beneficial events 
wil ll  tend to be attributed to the trusted, detrimental events to those who are distrusted. Trust begets trust, while 
distrustt begets distrust. Both are developed in a cyclical process, in which perceptions of others are as much 
antecedentss as consequences of trust or distrust. Even matters of defining relevance are not independent of trust, 
oncee the process has developed. 
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Trustt  and control in hierarchical relationships 

Inn most of the literature on trust and control in hierarchical relationships, the focus has been on managers. 
Onlyy a few scholars have studied trust in managers from the perspective of subordinates. There seems to be a 
generall  agreement that trust reduces transaction costs. If vertical relationships are of a trusting nature, 
expendituree on control, checks, monitoring and other kinds of transaction costs can be lowered (Bromiley & 
Cummings,, 1996; Powell, 1990). Several authors discuss trust and control as elements of governance paradigms, 
butt based on contradictory assumptions. Control is identified as flowing from a low trust paradigm, based on 
theoryy X (McGregor, 1960), that, if introduced besides trust as a principle of governance, can destroy trust 
(Whitney,, 1994; Handy, 1993; Bijlsma-Frankema, 1998). Sometimes trust and control are presented as a 
constantt sum, whereby an increase in the amount of control (x) decreases the amount of trust by the same 
quantityy (x), and vice versa. Handy (1993) considered trust in subordinates and control over their work on the 
partt of the supervisor to be such a constant sum. Managers thus face a 'trust-control' dilemma, urging them to 
seekk carefully balanced solutions. 

Whilee most researchers recognize that monitoring is an essential part of a manager's control task, enabling him 
orr her to take actions (Ouchi, 1977; Kolb, 1983; Hackman & Walton, 1986; Gagliardi, 1986; Schein, 1989; 
Whitney,, 1994), there is less agreement about how the trust-control dilemma can be resolved. One of the 
questionss addressed in this research is how subordinates' trust in managers is related to managerial behavior, in 
particularr to monitoring the work of subordinates. In recent literature on trust in hierarchical relations, general 
dimensionss of manager-subordinate relations have been studied to understand subordinates' trust or distrust of 
managers.. Monitoring the behavior of subordinates is seldom mentioned as a relevant element of the manager's 
behaviorr that is related to trust. In Kramer (1996)'s view, monitoring is a feature of the relationship between 
managerss and subordinates. In hierarchical relationships, both parties monitor each other's behavior, searching 
forr clues to the others' trustworthiness. Kramer portrays subordinates as 'intuitive auditors' who fear being 
treatedd unfairly by their managers. They are, therefore, constantly trying to make sense of what happens, 
processingg available information into 'mental accounts.' These mental accounts, once formed, influence the 
evaluationn of new information and the attribution of motives to the manager. Trust influences the way 
informationn is processed in a positive way. Mental accounts based on distrust can lead to 'paranoid social 
cognition'.. Trust is important to subordinates because they often feel dependent and vulnerable. They are 
dependentt on their managers for a variety of critical organizational resources to get their work done in a 
satisfactoryy way. They also depend on managers for psychological resources such as social support, appraisal, 
andd fairness of treatment. Because of this, issues of relational trust will tend to loom larger among subordinates 
thann concerns about task-focused trust. According to Kramer, managers are more concerned about whether 
subordinatess fulfi l their tasks as expected. Their concerns about trust are more task-focussed. 

Thee notion that subordinates' trust in managers is more dependent on relational issues than task-related issues 
iss supported by the findings of Tyler & Degoey (1996)'s research. They studied the relationship between trust in 
managerss and the willingness of subordinates to accept decisions taken by managers. If subordinates feel they 
aree treated with respect and dignity and see their manager as benevolent, their willingness to accept the 
manager'ss decisions is enhanced. Instrumental elements in the relationship, like the competence of the manager 
inn solving problems, or the control of decision-making processes by subordinates, play a less important part in 
thee acceptance of decisions. Tyler and Degoey concluded, like others, that attribution of motives to authorities, 
suchh as the desire to maintain respectful relationships with subordinates, is central to trust in managers. 

Sitkinn & Roth (1993) and Sitkin & Stickel (1996) offered insights into the part that certain kinds of monitoring 
cann play in issues of trust. They distinguished two elements of manager-subordinate relations that are related to 
trust—taskk reliability and value congruence. They argue that legalistic 'remedies' like formalization, 
standardization,, or precise outcome measures can revive diminished trust, if the loss of was caused by 
unreliabilityy in task performance. If, however, value-incongruence is experienced between parties, the 
consequencee can be distrust. In such situations, legalistic remedies tend to foster distrust: 

'Attemptss to 'remedy' trust violations legalistically frequently fail because they paradoxically reduce the 
levell  of trust rather than reproducing trust. The adaptation of legalistic 'remedies' imposes a 
psychologicall  and/or an interactional barrier between the two parties that stimulates an escalating spiral 
off  formality and distance and leads to a need for more rules. And so the process is perpetuated.' (Sitkin & 
Roth,, 1993). 
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Sitkinn & Roth's analysis is in accord with the notion of a cyclical process (discussed above). It can be 
concludedd that most authors mentioned agree on two main trust-related factors. On one hand, trust is related to 
sharing—thee sharing of a paradigm, of relevance's, of interpretations (seeing), and of values (liking). On the 
otherr hand, trust in the manager is related to interactions and exchanges that are experienced as beneficial, as 
respected,, and as fair on the part of the manager. 

Organizationall  Context 

Beforee an overview of the data is presented, some remarks must be made on the context of the study. Based on 
Hofstedee (1980)'s indexes, the culture of the hospital can be typified as moderately tolerant of power distance 
(Powerr Distance Index = 51), low on uncertainty avoidance (Uncertainty Avoidance Index = 24), rather 
collectivistt (Individualism Index = 29), and very feminine (Masculinity Index = -66). Compared with 37 other 
casee studies conducted in Dutch profit and non-profit organizations, scores on trust are rather low. Among the 
respondentss to the survey, 21.1% agreed or strongly agreed with: 'I trust the Board of Directors,' while 26.6 % 
agreedd or strongly agreed with: 'I can fully trust the people that I work with.' Scores for 'I trust my manager' 
weree more positive, 64.1 % of the respondents agreed or strongly agreed. In the interviews, there were frequent 
complaintss about features of the social order in the hospital, which complaints were sustained by the survey data. 
Besidess distrust, people complained about disrespectful behavior, an atmosphere of insecurity, political games 
played,, decisions based on power instead of argument, negative images of groups toward each other that 
hamperedd cooperation, agreements not kept, and problems passed on to others (Bijlsma-Frankema, 1997b). 

Intervieww Data 

Thee interview texts were scanned for items that the interviewees related to trust in the manager. Six items were 
foundd to be often related. Questionnaire items were formulated to test the relationship between these items and 
trustt organization-wide. These items are discussed below. 

Monitorin gg Performance 

Manyy of those interviewed who claimed not to trust their manager (fully), also complained about aloofness in 
thee manager's behavior, resulting in a perceived lack of knowledge about what people do and whether they 
performm as expected. Sometimes respondents said that the manager failed to make clear the expectations of their 
performance.. Lack of care was an interpretation frequently associated with complaints of distant behavior—'It is 
ass if he doesn't care whether we do a good job or not,' one of the respondents said. Some related lack of care to 
thee manager's striving after personal, rather than team goals—'He is so busy minding his own career in the 
organizationn that he neglects us. We do not count enough, I guess'. Respondents who trust their managers 
praisedd them for knowing about their work and performance and for caring about things. Respondents 
consideredd that, if the manager did not monitor tasks as expected, it led to a lack of feedback on performance, 
arbitrarinesss and lack of equity in assessments, and a low level of improvement that inhibited satisfaction. 

PropositionProposition 1: Monitoring by managers based on clear expectations will  be positively related to trust in 
managers. managers. 

Too test the proposition, the following questionnaire items were formulated: 
1.. I trust my manager (strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, strongly disagree) 
2.. My manager is well aware of whether I perform as expected (strongly agree ... etc.... strongly disagree). 

Supportivee Behavior 

Supportivee behavior is a second theme that most of the interviewees directly related to trust in their manager. 
Respondentss often explained trust in their manager by stating that he or she supports them in matters important 
too them. Lack of trust is explained in the same way: 'I do not trust my manager fully, since she does not support 
mee enough. When I have to solve a problem and ask her to help me find a solution, most of the time I walk out 
off  her office without a solution. She is very clever in passing a problem back'. For the interviewees, a manager's 
supportt is especially relevant in two areas—in improving individual performance and in resolving problems with 
others.. Help and guidance in improving individual performance are seen as signs of caring. The threat of 
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sanctionss on sub-optimal performance is lessened, and satisfaction can grow as a result of effective support 
given.. Indirectly, people see consequences for the group too. If individuals are helped to improve their 
performance,, improving team performance becomes attainable, and with that, there is a collective satisfaction 
aboutt a job well done. 

PropositionProposition 2: Managers' help and guidance in improving individual performance will  be positively related to 
trusttrust in managers 

Thee other area often mentioned is support by the manager in resolving problems with others. The relevance of 
thiss may be context-specific. In the interviews, there were many complaints about the social order in the 
hospital,, as mentioned before. In such a context, a manager is sometimes the last resort for people trying to cope 
withh others who are 'no good' or uncooperative. By offering unconditional support in such cases, the manager 
nott only shows that he or she cares, but also shows a willingness to accept risk on behalf of a subordinate. If a 
managerr was seen to act in this way, he or she was trusted. Managers who were not (fully) trusted were said to 
shirkk their responsibility in solving problems between people, to 'delegate' problem-solving to subordinates, or 
too promise to act but without any follow-through. 

PropositionProposition 3: Managerial support in resolving problems with others will  be positively related to trust in 
managers. managers. 

Too test Proposition 2 and 3, two questionnaire items were formulated: 
3.. My manager offers help and guidance to improve my performance (strongly agree ... etc. ... strongly 

disagree). . 
4.. My manager will always support me in cases of problems with others (strongly agree ... etc. ... strongly 

disagree). . 

Cooperation-Relatedd Problem-Solving 

Trustt in managers was not only related to support in solving problems with others, but to effective results of 
problem-solvingg within the team or department as well. Respondents who did not (fully) trust their managers, 
pointedd to problems that were not solved because of differences in opinion between team members about the 
preferredd solution to those problems. In some teams or departments, people complained about a pile of 
'nagging'' problems that impede smooth functioning. Respondents who trusted their manager did not mention a 
largee numbers of unsolved problems. 

PropositionProposition 4: Low incidence of problems that cannot be solved because of differences of opinion within 
teams/departmentsteams/departments will  be positively related to trust in managers. 

Too test this proposition, questionnaire item 5 was formulated: 
5.. How often does it happen in your team/department that a problem cannot be solved because of differences of 

opinionn between people? (almost always, often, sometimes, rarely ever, almost never). 

Listeningg to Ideas and Suggestions 

Besidess expectations about monitoring, support, and solving cooperation-related problems, listening to 
subordinatess was seen as relevant to trust. A manager who was fully trusted was often said to be a 'good 
listener'' if subordinates brought up ideas or made suggestions to improve work processes or to improve relations 
withinn or between teams. If people said they do not (fully) trust their manager, general complaints about a lack 
off  fruitful discussions with the manager abounded, sometimes seen specifically as a lack of openness to the ideas 
off  subordinates on the part of the manager. Respondents said that they felt that their manager did not take them 
seriously,, and that he or she showed littl e respect for them. 

PropositionProposition 5: Openness to ideas and suggestions of subordinates will  be positively related to trust in managers. 

Sincee Hofstede (1980)'s questions for measuring his four well known cultural values were part of the 
questionnaire,, his question about experienced leadership style was chosen for the operational measurement of 
thiss theme. Hofstede distinguished four types of managers, based mainly on Tannenbaum & Schmidt (1959)'s 
categories.. Respondents were asked to typify both their actual manager and their preferred manager. The 
questionss were preceded by descriptions of four types of managers: 
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Managerr 1. Usually makes decisions promptly and communicates them to subordinates clearly and firmly. 
Expectss them to carry out the decisions loyally and without raising difficulties. 
Managerr 2: Usually makes decisions promptly, but, before going ahead, tries to explain them fully to 
subordinates.. Gives them the reasons for the decisions, and answers whatever questions they may have. 
Managerr 3: Usually consults with subordinates before reaching a decision. Listens to their advice, considers it, 
andd then announces the decision. Then expects all to work loyally to implement it, whether or not it is in 
accordancee with the advice they gave. 
Managerr 4: Usually calls a meeting of subordinates when there is an important decision to be made. Puts the 
problemss before the group and invites discussion. Accepts the majority viewpoint as the decision. 

6.. To which one of the above four types of managers would you say your own superior most closely 
corresponds? ? 
1.. Manager 1 
2.. Manager 2 
3.. Manager 3 
4.. Manager 4 
5.. He/she does not correspond closely to any of them 
Unlikee the first two, types 3 and 4 are considered as indicating openness to ideas and suggestions of 
subordinates. . 

Feedbackk on Performance 

Thee final trust-related theme that surfaces in many interviews is feedback on performance. Managers who 
weree trusted were praised for giving feedback on performance and for being fair. Giving feedback in a fair way 
wass seen as having consequences for individuals and for the group. Feedback was seen as a way to improve 
teamm performance, especially if feedback to under-performing colleagues was followed by help and guidance 
directedd at improvement. 'It makes you feel that something is being done about better performance of the team'. 
Soo feedback was seen as an investment in people and their collective effort. If managers failed to provide 
feedback,, they were seldom fully trusted. In such cases, people also said that they felt that the manager did not 
caree for them a lot. People who did not fully trust their managers often said that their good work seemed to be 
unnoticedd by the manager, or was just taken for granted. They felt that if they work hard to do a good job and 
succeed,, then the manager should show appreciation. Some even said that appreciation was needed to provide 
motivationn to keep trying. 'If I never get recognition, what do I try so hard for anyway?' 

PropositionProposition 6: Appreciation for good work will  be positively related to trust in managers. 

Too test this proposition questionnaire item 6 was formulated: 
6.. If I do a good job, appreciation is clearly shown (strongly agree...ect...strongly disagree). 

Att the time the questionnaire items were formulated, appreciation for good work seemed not to be specifically 
relatedd to managers, but rather to the more genera! issue of the social order. A closer analysis, which revealed 
thee relationship to trust in managers more clearly, was done after the questionnaire was administered. 
Consequently,, we neglected to formulate an item on appreciation for good work by the manager. 

Quantitativee Data 

Too test the propositions about relationships between the six items and trust in managers, cross tabulations and 
Pearson'ss correlation coefficients were used. In addition, factor analysis was employed. Since the item on types 
off  managers is a nominal variable, it is not included in the correlation matrix nor in the factor analysis. A cross 
tabulationn shows a clear relationship between the four types of managers and trust, the participatory types 3 and 
44 showing a much higher percentage of trust (84.75%) than types 1 and 2 (53.61%). Pearson's chi-square is 260 
(dff  = 20), significant at the p < 0.001 level. Support in case of trouble with others shows the highest correlation. 
Guidancee and monitoring are also well correlated. Appreciation and cooperation-related problem-solving show 
lowerr values, but correlation's were still amply significant at the p < 0.001 level. 
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Tablee 1: Pearson's correlation's and factor  loading's 
Item m 
1.. My manager is well aware of whether I do my job as expected 

2.. My manager offers me help and guidance to improve my 
performance e 
3.. My manager wil l always support me in cases of problems with others 

4.. If I do a good job, it is clearly appreciated 

5.. How often does it happen in your team / department that a problem 
cannott be solved because of differences in opinion between people ? 
6.. I trust my manager 

correlationn to item 6 
.64 4 
pp < .001 
.70 0 
p<.001 1 
.77 7 
pp < .001 
.42 2 
p<.001 1 
-.37 7 
p<.0010 0 

factorr loading's 
.80 0 

.86 6 

.84 4 

.64 4 

-.52 2 

.88 8 

Itt can be concluded that none of the six propositions is falsified by the data. In a factor analysis on 28 
questionnairee items, five factors are found with an eigenvalue greater than 1. The first factor shows high 
correlation'ss with many items related to trust in the Board of Directors. The five items about behavioral traits of 
manager,, and trust in managers, all correlate with factor 2. This finding supports the relationship to trust as 
describedd in the interviews. A factor analysis run on these five variables together with the trust variable results in 
onee factor with an eigenvalue of 3.54, explaining 58.96 % of the variance. The factor loading's are shown in 
Tablee 1. 

Patternn Analysis 

Thee interview material suggested that certain combinations of less than six variables may explain trust as well 
ass all six together. Some variables seemed to serve as substitutes for others in trust-related patterns of 
behaviorall  traits of managers, as experienced by subordinates. The data seemed to challenge the assumption, 
underlyingg various multivariate techniques, that all variables in a model matter at the same time for every 
respondent.. Different subcultures or contexts within the organization may lead to different relevance's and 
expectationss regarding the manager's behavior. A model with six variables may show to be redundant, not with 
respectt to one variable in all circumstances, but with respect to different variables in different circumstances. 

Too follow upon this line of reasoning a pattern analysis has been applied to the data on trust in managers, 
inspiredd by the work of Ragin (1994). In the analysis, that is based on Boolean algebra, truth tables are used. 
Thee basic idea of the analysis is to find patterns of criterion variables that discriminate between outcomes in the 
dependentt variable by comparing patterns and deleting variables and patterns that do not discriminate. 

Al ll  variables are dichotomized into values which are given a upper-case letter and values which are given a 
lower-casee letter. The letters used to code the cases are: M for monitoring performance (assigned in 59.9 % of 
alll  cases ), A for appreciation of good work (50.5 %), G for help and guidance to improve performance (52.2 
%),, S for support in resolving problems with others (58.5 %), P for cooperation-related problem-solving (57.5 
%),, and T for trust in the manager (64.1 %). In this analysis the nominal variable of management style can be 
included.. This variable is coded O - for openness to ideas of subordinates - if the manager is typified as 
participatoryy (type 3) or democratic (type 4) (40.2 %), in other cases the lower-case o is assigned. 

Inn this kind of pattern analysis, decisions about dichotomization are crucial to the outcomes. In the light of the 
questionquestion asked, strongly agree and agree answers, indicating that a trait is positively experienced, are coded in 
upper-casee letters. In case of P, cooperation-related problem-solving, respondents indicating that unsolvable 
problemss "rarely ever" or "almost never" occur get a P, the rest a p. Based on theoretical considerations about 
thee distinct nature of trust and distrust (Sitkin & Roth, 1993), trust is divided into three categories, in: T 
(stronglyy agree and agree, 64.1 %), - (neither agree nor disagree, 19.9 %), and t (disagree and strongly disagree, 
166 %). Because of missing values in one or more variables, 226 cases had to be excluded, leaving 827 valid 
casess for analysis. Each respondent's pattern is coded in letters. For example, MAGSopt means: Positive on 
monitoring,, appreciation, guidance and support, not positive on openness and problem-solving, not positive on 
trustt in the manager. 

Iff  Ragin is strictly followed, two rules guide the analysis: 
1)) If two patterns with the same value on the dependent variable show difference in value in only one criterion 

variable,, this variable is considered as not discriminating, there fore it can be removed form the pattern, for 
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example:: MAgSOp-t and MAgSop-t lead to: MAgSp-t. In this way patterns are reduced to sets of discriminating 
variables. . 

2)) If two similar patterns lead to different values in the dependent variable, this pattern must be removed from 
thee analysis. For example: MAgsOp-t and mAgsOp-T leads to removal of the pattern MAgsOp 

Afterr coding the patterns it became clear that in this data set these rules cannot be applied to the letter without 
loosingg the intended effect of finding reduced patterns of traits that discriminate between trust in the manager 
andd non-trust. There were two problems that had to be taken care of. The first problem was that of the 64 logical 
possiblee patterns 63 were found. The consequence is that Ragin's first rule, if applied, would lead to reduction to 
singlee variables, whereas the pattern analysis is employed to improve on single-variable explanations. The 
secondd problem was that frequencies of patterns, that vary from 1 to 111, are not taken into account. Take, for 
instance,, the pattern MaGSOp. Of the 85 respondents with this pattern, 84 have a T code, 1 a t. If the second rule 
wouldd be applied, this pattern must be deleted from the analysis. With that, information about a 'good' pattern 
wouldd be lost. 

Too solve these problems, 'prediction of trust' percentages, the number of respondents that trust their manager 
dividedd by frequency, are calculated. The highest 'prediction-of-trust' patterns are then compared to patterns 
withh one trait less, to see how the prediction rate is affected. If a high prediction rate is maintained in the reduced 
pattern,, it is assumed that the trait can be deleted, since it is redundant. In this way, the principle of comparing 
andd reducing is kept alive, as well as the search for minimal patterns with optimal discriminatory power. The 
patternss have been arranged into five categories of prediction. The lower-case letters of the Boolean notation are 
deletedd from the patterns for ease of reading 

Results s 

Tablee 2: Prediction of trust/ non-trust. 
Category y 

Highh prediction of 
trust t 
Medium m 
predictionn of trust 
Highh prediction of 
absencee of non-
trust t 
Indecisive e 
patterns s 
Highh prediction of 
non-trust t 
Al l l 

n n 

297 7 

146 6 

115 5 

82 2 

187 7 

827 7 

predictionn of 
trustt range 

TT > 93% 

93%% >T > 
70% % 
70%% > T > 50% 

50%% > T > 22% 

14%>T>> 0% 

100%>T>0% % 

frequenciess "I trust my 
manager" " 
(strongly)) agree 

T T 
293 3 
(98.8%) ) 
125 5 
(86%) ) 
68 8 
(59%) ) 

28 8 
(34%) ) 
11 1 
(6%) ) 
525 5 
(63%) ) 

neitherr agree 
norr disagree 

2 2 
(0.6%) ) 
17 7 
(11%) ) 
36 6 
(31%) ) 

39 9 
(31%) ) 
72 2 
(38%) ) 
166 6 
(20%) ) 

(strongly) ) 
disagree e 
t t 
2 2 
(0.6%) ) 
4 4 
(3%) ) 
11 1 
(10%) ) 

15 5 
(18%) ) 
104 4 
(56%) ) 
136 6 
(17%) ) 

133 Patterns, ranging in frequency from 1 to 87, show a 100% prediction rate. Together with patterns of 93% or 
more,, they are put in the high 'prediction of trust' category. Table 3 shows the definition of categories. For an 
overvieww of all patterns see the appendix. In general, the high prediction of trust patterns show the richest 
combinationn of behavioral traits, the high prediction of non-trust the poorest, while the in-between categories 
showw a descending line in the number of traits that are experienced. The full pattern, MAGSOP, with 87 cases, 
predictss trust in managers in all cases. This supports the idea that the six items chosen are all relevant and that 
thee combination a sufficient condition set for trust. Each of the six items, if found without any other traits, does 
nott perform very well. As is shown in the appendix, percentages of trust range from 53 % to 6 %. 

Inn the rest of this paper, the patterns in the first two categories, with high and medium percentages of trust, wil l 
be.closelyy examined. Reading the appendix from left to right, the question of redundancy can be asked. What 
happenss if, starting with the full pattern MAGSOP, one trait is missing? Is there a loss of prediction of trust 
percentagee and, if so, how much is lost? 
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Five-Trait ss Patterns 

AHH traits can be deleted from the MAGSOP pattern without much loss, indicating that MAGSOP is a "fat" 
pattern.. There are, however, slight differences in the consequences of loosing one trait. When cooperation-
relatedd problem-solving (P), openness tot subordinates' ideas (O), or support in solving problems with others (S) 
iss indicated to be missing, prediction-rates are less than 100%. 

Itt is worth noting that 6 of the 7 high-trust patterns with five traits include monitoring, as is shown in table 3. 
Yet,, monitoring can be missed as long as all the other behavioral traits are present in the eyes of subordinates. 

Tablee 3: Six- and five-traits patterns. 
Pattern n 

MAGSOP P 
MAGSO O 
MAGSP P 
MAGOP P 
MASOP P 
MGSOP P 
AGSOP P 

n n 

87 7 
44 4 
45 5 
16 6 
5 5 
26 6 
9 9 

Highh prediction 
off  trust 
100% % 
98% % 
98% % 
94% % 
100% % 
100% % 
100% % 

Five-- and four-trait s patterns 

Iff  the five-traits patterns with a high prediction rate of trust are compared to four-traits patterns that miss one 
off  the five traits, then seven patterns show to be still solid and one is a doubtful one. ~ 
MAGSO.. If MAGSO is taken as a starting point, MGSO, AGSO and MASO show 100% prediction rates, the ?I 
otherr patterns show lower rates. 

Figuree 1 
MAGSS (86%) 
MAGOO (88%) | 
MASOO (100%) 
MGSOO (100%) % 
AGSOO (100%) 

Apparently,, O or S cannot be missed in this pattern, without loss of prediction power. The three patterns with 
100%% rates seem to suggest that SO, supplemented with any two-trait choice out of M, A and G wil l lead to 
trust.. The combination of S and O can be seen as a basic interaction between manager and subordinates, that 
includess team-directed-ness. According to the interviewees, listening to a team and helping people to solve 
theirr problems is experienced as beneficial because the manager helps the team to overcome things that hinder 
progresss or success. If this combination is supplemented by two more individual-directed traits, a balance 
betweenn beneficial behavior directed at the individual and the team seems to be found. This balance may explain 
thee 100% prediction rates of trust in managers. 

MASOP.. This pattern includes cooperation-related problem-solving, a third team-directed dimension. If one 
traitt is missing from this pattern, only MAOP shows a considerable drop in prediction rate. It can be conjectured 
thatt S is an essential trait in the other patterns. 

Figuree 2 

MASOPP (100%) - MAOP (75%) 

TwoTwo rules can be proposed, based on these data. First, MAS leads to trust if combined with O or P. Second, 
SOPP leads to trust if combined with M or A. SOP is the fullest team-directed combination of traits, M and A are 
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individual-directedd traits. As will be seen later, guidance to improve performance, which is also and individual-
directedd trait, does not perform as well with SOP. Only 88% of the respondents with the GSOP pattern trust the 
manager.. It can be conjectured that while the traits M and A can fulfi l the same function if combined with SOP, 
GG is not a sufficient substitute for M or A. MAS, a combination of individual-directed traits, leads to trust if 
combinedd with O or P, both team-directed traits. If another individual-directed trait, is added to MAS, as in 
MAGS,, prediction of trust falls to 86%. 

Whenn these findings are compared to the 100% prediction rates of MGSO, AGSO and MASO discussed 
earlier,, it can be conjectured that the understanding, that any combination of two traits out of M, G, and A with 
SOO leads to trust is based on an unjust assumption of equivalence between M, A, and G. The following rule 
seemss more adequate: GSO, combined with M or A, leads to trust. MASO is better conceived of as a 
combinationn of MAS and O. 

MAGOP.. If the results of four-traits patterns, derived from MAGOP are compared with the results of 
MASOP,, further evidence can be found on the different nature of the two 'help me' items, G and S. 

Figuree 3 

MAGOPP (94%) 

MAGOO (88%) 
MAGPP (83%) 
MAOPP (75%) 
MGOPP (66%) 
AGOP(100%) ) 

Neitherr MAG, nor GOP do as well as MAS and SOP in combination with a fourth trait. Support in resolving 
problemss with others seems to be a perfect link between individual-directed and team-directed traits in the 
managers'' behavior, because of its double character: Helping individuals to resolve problems between 
individuals.. As a consequence, MAS can be seen as more team-directed than MAG. With MAG, one team-
directedd trait may not bring a proper balance between individual needs and team needs. 
GOPP seem to be a better point of departure for a trusting pattern. Both MGOP and AGOP seem balanced 
patterns.. Surprisingly, monitoring does not do well as a supplement to GOP. The AGOP pattern, with only one 
respondent,, is the only one with 100% prediction rate of trust. 

MAGSP.. Since MAG is not found to be a good starting point for a high prediction-of-trust pattern with four 
traits,, it may be conjectured that if the four-traits pattern misses one of the three individual-directed traits in 
MAG,, results wil l be better. 

Figuree 4 

MAGSPP (98%) 

MAGPP (83%) 
MAGSS (86%) 
MASP(100%) ) 
MGSPP (93%) 
AGSP(80%) ) 

Theyy are, but not in all cases. MASP is discussed earlier as a combination of MAS and P. GSP, which seems a 
nicee combination of individual- and team-directed traits is not doing very well with A. MGSP is doing much 
better,, but not perfect. As wil l be showed further on, the kernel of this pattern is MGP: 'See me, help me to 
improvee my performance and see to it that I am not bothered by problems with others'. MGP leads to trust in all 
casess found. 

MGSOPP and AGSOP. Four-traits patterns, derived from these last two high prediction of trust patterns do not 
leadd to new insights. 

Figuree 5 

MGSOP P 

MGSOO (100%) 
MGSPP (93%) 
MGOPP (66%) 
MSOP(100%) ) 
GSOPP (88%) 
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Figuree 6 

AGSOP P 

AGSO(I00%) ) 
AGSPP (80%) 
AGOP(100%) ) 
ASOP(100%) ) 
GSOPP (88%) 

So,, seven patterns show a 100% prediction rate of trust in the manager. GSO with M or A, SOP with M or A, 
MASS with O or P, and AGOP. In case of very low frequencies, as in AGOP, these outcomes must be handled 
withh care. MGSP will prove to be a special case, in which, contrary to the general tendency in the data set, one 
traitt less heightens the prediction rate of trust. 

Three-- and two-trait s patterns 

Whenn a third trait is missing from the MAGSOP pattern, only a few are in the high or medium prediction of 
trustt category. Even a few two-traits patterns show to be good predictors of trust in managers, although 
frequenciess are rather low. These pattern can shed some light on the bottom line of trust. 

Tablee 4: Three- and two-trait s patterns 
Pattern n 
MGP P 
MGS S 
MG G 
MOP P 
MO O 
AGS S 
AGP P 
AG G 
GSO O 
GO O 
SOP P 

n n 
4 4 
25 5 
16 6 
4 4 
4 4 
4 4 
5 5 
5 5 
7 7 
1 1 
8 8 

Highh prediction of trust 
100% % 

100% % 

Mediumm prediction of trust 

88% % 
71% % 
75% % 
75% % 
75% % 
80% % 
80% % 
86% % 

88% % 

Al ll  three- and two-traits patterns in table 5 that predict 86% of trust or more are considered possible candidates 
inn the search for minimal patterns with high prediction rates. 

MGP.. MGP is an individual-directed pattern supplemented by absence of unsolved problems that can hinder 
ann individual tot do his or her job in a satisfactory way. Only four respondents indicate this pattern as typifying 
theirr managers' behavior, they all trust him or her. If one trait is added, the prediction rate is lowered, in all 
cases.. MGP is the only three-traits pattern that behaves contrary to the general tendency that more traits lead to 
higherr trust 

Figuree 7 

MGOPP (66 %) 
AGPP (83%) 
MGSPP (93%) 

MGPP (100%). 
GPP (80%) 
MGG (71%) 
MPP (22%) 

Missingg one trait from the MGP pattern is especially harmful for trust if it is guidance to improve 
performance:: The MP pattern is a clear non-trust prediction pattern. It can be concluded that guidance is a 
centrall  trait in this pattern. Adding O to MGP lowers trust most considerable, to 66%. This can point to an 
aversivee effect between MGP and the participative style of managing O stands for. In the interviews it is 
sometimess said that "all that talking in meetings cost a lot of time, that is not adding much to my performance". 
MGPP may be the expression of preference for a individual-directed style of managing, where the manager by P 
providess for a sphere wherein the individual is not bothered by problems created at the group level. The best 
combinationn is between MGP and S, support in resolving problems with others. This finding may sustain the 
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ideaa that respondents with the MGP pattern do not like to be bothered by 'group-ness' too much and that they 
expectt the manager to take care of group-related problems for them or with them. 

MGS.. MGS seems to be a rather individual-directed pattern too. Contrary to the MGP-pattern, this pattern 
followss the general tendency that if a trait is added, the prediction of trust rate goes up or stays approximately 
thee same. 

Figuree 8 

MAGSS (86%) 
MGSO(100%) ) 
MGSPP (93%) 

MGSS (88%) 
MG(71%) ) 
MSS (57%) 
GSS (0%) 

Addingg monitoring to GS shows the biggest improvement: A perfect non-trust pattern is turned into a trust-
relatedd pattern. Monitoring seems to be a crucial trait in this pattern. At the plus side, adding appreciation for 
goodd work (A) does not improve the prediction of trust rate. Adding a consultative style of managing (O) is an 
improvementt to 100%, indicating that O may be a necessary part of this pattern, contrary to A. This conclusion 
iss supported by the fuller MAGSO (96%) pattern. If O is deleted, 10% is lost, if A is deleted, prediction goes up 
too 100%. The same reasoning can be applied to O and P. The MGSOP-pattern with a prediction rate of 100% 
cann loose P without consequences, loosing O means a lesser result. 

MGSS seems to be a sub-optimal variant of MGSO in predicting trust in managers. This can mean that the 
'group-ness'' that a consultative style brings, added to support in horizontal relationships (S) is preferred as a 
balancee to individual-directed monitoring and guidance. The difference to the MGP-pattern of "solve the 
problemss but leave me out of group matters" is the preference in MGSO for attention to horizontal relationships 
andd team building. 

GSO.. The GSO pattern offers a fairly high prediction rate of trust, a lot better than GS or SO, but less than GO 
(withh only one respondent). Since patterns that include GO do not do very well, GO is not included in further 
analysis. . 

Figuree 9 

MGSOO (100%) 
AGSO(100%) ) 
GSOPP (88%) 

GSOO (86%), 
GOO (100%) 
GSS (0%) 
SOO (33%). 

Iff  S is added to GO, the group-directed traits dominate. It is therefore, maybe, that adding an extra individual-
directedd trait, M or A, to balance the pattern, leads to 100% prediction of trust. Both MGSO and AGSO are 
discussedd earlier. GSO seems to be a sub-optimal variant of MGSO or AGSO. 

AGS.. The AGS-pattern has a prediction rate of 75% and a low frequency. It could be considered as an 
alternativee for MGS. Can appreciation for individual work replace monitoring? 

Figuree 10 

MAGSS (86%) 
AGSOO (100%) 
AGSPP (80%) 

MGSS (88%) 

AGSS (75%)' 
AGG (80%) 
ASS (50%) 
GSS (0%) 

Itt cannot without loss in the prediction rate. AGS seems to be a failing variant of the MAGS pattern, while 
MGSS even does somewhat better than MAGS. From the MAGS pattern, appreciation can be missing without any 
losss of prediction rate, while missing monitoring - as in AGS - worsens results. Yet, AG seems to be the strong 
axiss in the AGS combination, since AG has a higher prediction rate than AGS. If AGS is combined with a 
participativee style of management (O), prediction of trust rises to 100%. Adding P does not bring much 
improvement.. AGSO is also a pattern in which individual-directed traits are balanced with attention for 
problem-freee horizontal relationships and team-directed behavior on the part of the manager. So, it can be 
concludedd that AGSO is a sufficient set of conditions for trust, and AGS is not. 

SOP.. The three-traits pattern that seems to promise good results as a minimal combination of traits that leads 
too trust in managers is SOP, a pattern in which all group-directed traits are combined. Yet, this combination 
seemss to miss one essential element. Combining this pattern with one individual-directed trait leads to trust in all 
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casess if the individual characteristic is monitoring or appreciation of good work. Adding guidance to SOP does 
nott lead to better results. It can be concluded that the SOP pattern is a failing variant of MSOP or ASOP. 

Figuree 11 

MSOPP (100%) 
ASOPP (100%) 
GSOPP (88%) 

SOPP (88%) 
SOO (33%) 
SPP (50%) 
OPP (50%) 

MOPP and MO. Both these patterns do not do very well in predicting trust, apart from low frequencies. It is 
worthh noting that adding P or AP tot MO does not improve the prediction rate of the pattern. Adding G or S to 
thee MO pattern worsens the results, adding G and S leads to the 100% result of MGSO mentioned above. 
Addingg S and P amounts to the same result. All three-traits patterns in figure 12 can be considered as variants of 
MSOPP or MGSO that fail because of missing traits. 

Figuree 12 

AOPP (75%) 

MGOPP (66%) 

MSOPP (100%) 

MOPP (75%) 

MGOO (50%) 

MOO (75%) 

I I 
MSOO (66%) 

MGSOO (100% 

AGP.. This three-trait pattern has a prediction rate of 80% and a low frequency. If compared to MGP, with a 
predictionn rate of 100%, it becomes clear that with GP appreciation seems not a good alternative for monitoring, 
althoughh both are individual-directed traits and both have to do with the quality of individual work. Yet, the 
combinationn of appreciation and guidance seems to form the axis of a good pattern. Adding P tot AG does not 
improvee prediction of trust, but after adding P and O prediction raises tot 100%. It can be concluded that AGP is 
aa failing variant of the AGOP pattern. 

Figuree 13 

MAGPP (83%) 
AGSPP (80%) 
AGOPP (100%) 

AGPP (80%) 
AGG (80%) 
APP (0%) 
GPP (33%) 

Highh Trust Patterns 

Onlyy the smaller MGP pattern can be added to the eight four-trait patterns that proved to be solid predictors of 
trust:: MGSO, AGSO, MSOP, ASOP, MASO, MASP, AGOP and MGSP. The patterns of all 297 cases in the first 
categoryy include minimal one of these patterns. The overall trust rate is 98.8 %. MGP is a pattern that is doing better 
withoutt other traits. 

Conclusion n 

Inn this paper, some answers were found to the following question: Is trust in managers (in this context) related 
toto a combination of the behavioral traits of managers, as experienced by subordinates; and: how is control 
relatedrelated to trust ? To a certain degree, trust is related to combinations of the behavioral traits of managers. The 
fulll  pattern and five of the six five-traits patterns include monitoring. Of the nine four- and three-traits patterns 
withh prediction percentages ranging from 93% to 100%, six include monitoring of performance by the manager. 
Thee other three patterns include appreciation of good work. Two of these patterns show very low frequencies, 
AGOPP (1) and AGSO (2). So, it can be concluded that in most high trust patterns monitoring by the manager is 
relevantt to trust. A surprising outcome that, to my knowledge, is not mentioned before in literature on 
subordinates'' trust in managers. For sake of a later argument, it is worth noting that all patterns that do not 
includee M, include O. The general tendency, to be seen in the appendix, that if traits are missing from the 
"good""  patterns, overall trust is diminishing, confirms the idea that trust is like a barrel, wherein the shortest 
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stavee determines the level of water that can be held. This idea was proposed by Luhmann (1977), although in 
otherr words. 

Thee answers found are only valid to a certain degree. There are deviant cases that need further examination. 
Tablee 2 shows that in the first two categories, 25 cases of indecisiveness and distrust are found. In the third 
category,, 11 cases of distrust need explaining, as 11 cases of trust in the high prediction of non-trust category. 
Includingg other variables in the pattern analysis may shed light on these cases, for instance items about the social 
orderr in the hospital. Another matter that asks for attention is the indecisive category and the fourth category of 
patternss that seem to predict indecisiveness better than others. If trust and distrust are different phenomena, as 
Sitkinn & Roth (1993) argue, then what can the essence of indecisiveness be? Is it a sign that trust in the manager 
iss not a relevant issue, is the manager not long enough in function to form an opinion, or does it mean that 
plussess and minuses add up to zero in the experience of subordinates? So far, the analysis has not yielded a 
satisfactoryy answer. If the indecisive category is left out for separate analysis, 661 cases are left. Based on the 
patternss of these respondents 93,5% of trust (categories 1-4) or distrust (category 5) can be predicted, a rather 
satisfactoryy outcome. 

Thee patterns found suggest that, in general, a balance between individual-directed traits and team-directed 
traitss leads to trust, but different accents within the balance seem to be preferred by respondents. This means that 
thee assumption that all six variables matter at the same time to every respondent is not tenable in this data set. 
Examiningg patterns of contextual variables may lead to a better understanding of these outcomes. 

Thee matter of context-boundedness has to be addressed in future research. The first results are encouraging, 
though.. In a case study of a mental health network, monitoring, support, guidance, openness and cooperation-
relatedd problem-solving were mentioned again as relevant to trust in managers. Appreciation of good work was 
replacedd by fairness of assessment by the manager. Correlation coefficients range from .57 to .76. Another new 
variablee added, promotion of the team's interests within the organization is even stronger related to trust (r = 
.80).. A replication of the pattern analysis with the MAGSOP traits resulted in 92.2 % prediction of trust or 
distrust. . 

Inn answering the question why the six items found are related to trust, the distinction between instrumental and 
sociall  concerns, made by several authors mentioned before, does not seem very helpful if the concept of 
(cultural)) relevance is taken into account. Relevance, attributed to behavioral traits of managers, means that 
subordinatess see these things as the core tasks of the manager, and that they attach value to a proper execution of 
thesee tasks. In this view, task-reliability equals benevolence and respect, shown for subordinates. Both signify 
value-congruence,, that impedes distrust to arise. Sitkin & Stickel (1996) make a similar point in stating that 
perceivedd mismatches between managerial systems and employee task perceptions are potentially important as a 
factorr in escalating cycles of distrust in managers, because these mismatches easily lead to feelings of value-
incongruence e 

Thee items found are better understood as specifications of two general features of the manager's task, as 
wordedd by Hackman & Walton (1986): Monitoring and taking action. If monitoring is insufficient, taking action 
cannott be optimal. Two items refer to the gathering of information about subordinates' relevance's that seem 
necessaryy to act in a 'proper' and effective way: Individual-directed monitoring and openness to ideas of 
subordinatess in a team setting. All high trust patterns contain M or O. These two features point to the importance 
off  face-to-face contact, interaction-seeking, mutual dependence and reciprocal exchanges, mentioned in the 
literaturee on trust. Taking action can be individual-directed, as in guidance to improve performance, and - in the 
endd - appreciation for good work, but the data show that just that is not enough, since problems between people 
cann hinder the team to experience the collective success that is valued highly in a collectivist culture. Support in 
resolvingg problems with others and cooperation-related problem-solving can be understood as means to pave the 
wayy to feelings of collective success and well-being. These features stress the positive effects on trust of value-
congruencee and sharing of relevance's, problem definitions and success. 
Sharingg and exchanging, Durkheim's two principles of solidarity, seem to be very alive among the people that 

workk in this hospital. They are not the only ones. Looking at general statements about trust in the literature, like 
thosee mentioned in the introduction of this paper, one can wonder if trust isn't just another word for Durkheim's 
conceptt of solidarity. 
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Appendix::  Patterns, Frequencies and Prediction of Trust Percentages. 

Patternn n %T Pattern n %T Pattern n %T Pattern n %T Pattern n %T 
MAGSOPP 87 100% 
MAGSOO 44 98% 
MAGSPP 45 98% 
MAGOPP 16 94% 
MASOPP 5 100% 
MASOO 9 100% 
MASPP 3 100% 
MGSOPP 26 100% 
MGSOO 16 100% 
MGSPP 15 93% 
MGPP 4 100% 
MSOPP 6 100% 
AGSOPP 9 100% 
AGSOO 2 100% 
AGOPP 1 100% 
ASOPP 8 100% 
GOO 1 100% 

MAGSS 32 86% 
MAGOO 8 88% 
MAGPP 11 82% 
MAOPP 4 75% 

MGSS 25 88% 
MGG 16 75% 
MOPMOP 4 75% 
MOO 4 75% 

AGSPP 5 80% 
AGSS 4 75% 
AGPP 5 80% 
AGG 5 80% 
GSOPGSOP 8 88% 
GSOO 7 86% 
SOPP 8 88% 

MAGG 13 62% 
MASS 6 67% 
MAOO 2 50% 
MAPP 8 63% 

MGOPP 3 67% 
MSOO 6 67% 
MSPP 6 67% 
MSS 7 57% 

ASOO 8 63% 
ASPP 6 67% 
ASS 10 50% 

GSPP 2 50% 
GG 9 67% 
SPP 6 50% 
SS 15 53% 
OPP 8 50% 

MAA 7 29% 

MGOO 4 25% 
MPP 9 22% 
MM 29 41% 

AOPP 4 25% 

GOPP 4 25% 
GPP 3 33% 
SOO 3 33% 
00 19 32% 

AOO 7 14% 
APP 10 0% 
AA 25 8% 

GSS 1 0% 
PP 33 6% 
magsopp 111 5% 
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